Swiss Youth IGF Messages

Rough Consensus
Artificial intelligence

**Digital Literacy:** We should prevent a further deepening digital divide through more educational opportunities in this field and improve digital literacy.

**AI Transparency:** Citizens should be made aware of when they are interacting with AI and are facing automated decision making. This is a necessary step to even begin a meaningful and objective discussion about governing AI.

**Concerted research efforts:** We call for a collective research efforts to better understand the opportunities and threats posed by the constantly evolving AI technologies and its potential impacts on society.
Platform regulation:

• **Decentralization of power:** We believe these spaces belong to us all, and thus, should reflect our collective democratic values. The power of these platforms should be decentralized.

• **Accountability of big platforms:** Whatever is illegal offline should be considered illegal online as well.
Cybersecurity

• **Educational opportunities:** We ask for more cybersecurity education and training opportunities for individuals and businesses to increase awareness and preparedness

• **Higher data security standards and state aid:** We also propose establishing mandatory data security standard as well as state defensive aids that should be made available upon request